
low pitch existing roof. clay tiles to be removed and replaced 
with natural slate tiles that can be laid at a 20 degree pitch. 
New breathable membrane installed to replace the old felt and 
new timber battens
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new foul drainage taken within roof void and
to connect to existing svp serving shower room 
below. No pipework etc will be visible externally

new bathroom
-protective new wall installed to the existing wall finish at the shower and bath - formed of 
timber battens and moisture resistance plasterboard to protect the historic walls and 
provide a new finish to tile onto.
-existing doors to be retained
-existing floor retained and unaffected.
-new foul drainage to be taken through one section of internal wall, and one within the 
skeiling wall and dormer cheek, into the roof void over the shower room and connected to 
the existing svp within this void.
-mechanical extract to be taken via ductwork in the same roof void to an existing air vent 
in the side external wall over the shower room. This existing vent was used to vent the 
void above the shower room roof, but, would of been ineffective 
due to no cross ventilation. The new slate roof will be installed with a breathable 
membrane to replace the old felt that will allow the roof to breath throughout and protect 
the existing structure from condensation
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through internal wall (Work not 
seen externally)

100mm diameter hole formed to 
allow 100mm waste pipe to travel 
through internal wall (Work not 
seen externally)
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low pitch existing roof. clay tiles to be removed and replaced 
with natural slate tiles that can be laid at a 20 degree pitch. 
new breathable membrane installed to replace the old felt and 
new timber battens
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Side Elevation - within site context

Side Elevation - without site context

Front Elevation - within site context

Rear Elevation - within site context Side Elevation - without site context
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